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Question 1 .

Below is a rough draft of Juan's essay. It contains errors.

Water Jogged

(1) Running in water, also known as Aquajogging, may look ridiculous, but it is worth any
and all embarrassment. (2) This type of exercise can increase a runner's speed. (3) Running
in water creates a substantial amount of friction, which benefits muscle development.
(4) Aquajogging is also a no-impact exercise. (5) Water massages muscles with every
movement as well. (6) As a result, Aquajogging increases circulation and promotes relaxation.
(7) Aquajogging is also a great way to stay cool during the dog days of summer. (8) Water
activities help remove metabolic waste, improve cardiac function, lower blood pressure, and
encourage healing.

(9) Aquajogging is good for runners with a myriad of conditions. (10) People with stress
fractures, bunions, shin splints, arthritis, bum knees, and other physical problems can easily
run in water. (11) This exercise is also good for pregnant women. (12) As the fetus grows, the
gravitational pull on land increases and causes pregnant women to strain their back and joints.
(13) In water, a person supports only half of his or her weight, which is a huge gravitational
relief. (14) This exercise eliminates impact, and this is especially helpful for expectent women
who are not used to carrying a baby's weight. (15) Aquajogging will keep the body
temperatures for mother and fetus normal. (16) Less gravitational pull, less impact, and normal
temperature make water running ideal for the overweight as well.

(17) It does not take much time at all to learn how to Aquajog. (18) With your head above
water, jog in place until you get used to it. (19) Make the same motions you would if you were
jogging on land. (20) Then, jog around the pool. (21) You may require a floatation belt or vest.
(22) For extra intensity, strap on a pair of ankle weights.

What is the main purpose of Juan's essay?

A. to instruct readers how to run properly in water

B. to show readers the benefits of running in water

C. to explain how running in water aids pregnancy

D. to compare running in water to running on land

Question 2 .

Read the sentence below.

An interdisciplinary approach to learning about the medieval period would bridge the gaps between
many different subject areas.

What does the word interdisciplinary mean in the sentence above?

A. between disciplines

B. many disciplines

C. opposite disciplines

D. beyond disciplines
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Question 3 .

Read the sentences below.

Igor Stravinsky was a Russian composer during the twentieth century. His piece The Rites of Spring
is said to have inspired many of the century's most prominent composers. It is also one of the most
recorded works of the 1900s.

What is the best way to combine these sentences into one compound-complex sentence?

A. The Rites of Spring is a piece by twentieth-century Russian composer Igor Stravinsky;
it is said to have inspired many of the century's most prominent composers and is one
of the most recorded works of the 1900s.

B. Igor Stravinsky was a Russian composer during the twentieth century; his piece The

Rites of Spring is said to have inspired many of the century's most prominent
composers, and it is also one of the most recorded works of the 1900s.

C. The Rites of Spring is one of the most recorded works of the 1900s and is said to have
inspired many of the century's most prominent composers; it is a piece by twentieth-
century Russian composer Igor Stravinsky.

D. Igor Stravinsky, who was a Russian composer during the twentieth century, wrote the
musical piece The Rites of Spring; it is one of the most recorded works of the 1900s
and is said to have inspired many of the century's most prominent composers.

Question 4 .

Below is a rough draft of Juan's essay. It contains errors.

Water Jogged

(1) Running in water, also known as Aquajogging, may look ridiculous, but it is worth any
and all embarrassment. (2) This type of exercise can increase a runner's speed. (3) Running
in water creates a substantial amount of friction, which benefits muscle development.
(4) Aquajogging is also a no-impact exercise. (5) Water massages muscles with every
movement as well. (6) As a result, Aquajogging increases circulation and promotes relaxation.
(7) Aquajogging is also a great way to stay cool during the dog days of summer. (8) Water
activities help remove metabolic waste, improve cardiac function, lower blood pressure, and
encourage healing.

(9) Aquajogging is good for runners with a myriad of conditions. (10) People with stress
fractures, bunions, shin splints, arthritis, bum knees, and other physical problems can easily
run in water. (11) This exercise is also good for pregnant women. (12) As the fetus grows, the
gravitational pull on land increases and causes pregnant women to strain their back and joints.
(13) In water, a person supports only half of his or her weight, which is a huge gravitational
relief. (14) This exercise eliminates impact, and this is especially helpful for expectent women
who are not used to carrying a baby's weight. (15) Aquajogging will keep the body
temperatures for mother and fetus normal. (16) Less gravitational pull, less impact, and normal
temperature make water running ideal for the overweight as well.

(17) It does not take much time at all to learn how to Aquajog. (18) With your head above
water, jog in place until you get used to it. (19) Make the same motions you would if you were
jogging on land. (20) Then, jog around the pool. (21) You may require a floatation belt or vest.
(22) For extra intensity, strap on a pair of ankle weights.

Which of the following sentences contains a spelling error?

A. sentence 8

B. sentence 12

C. sentence 3

D. sentence 14
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Question 5 .

Choose the answer that uses a parallel structure to complete the sentence.

While researching for his book, the author traveled to Europe, conducted studies, _____

A. and interviewed hundreds of experts.

B. and will begin interviewing hundreds of experts.

C. and focused on interviewing hundreds of experts.

D. Dawson, Rachel. No Man's Land. Anaheim: University
       Press, 2001. Print.

Question 6 .

Aristotle—The Great Philosopher
     Aristotle was a Greek philosopher who was born in 384 BC in a small town in Greece.
Aristotle's father served as a personal physician to King Amyntas of Macedon, and therefore
his connection with the royal family started at an early age. His life took a turn when in 367 BC
he went to Athens to study philosophy from Plato, the greatest philosopher of the time. He was
a good student, although he did not always agree with Plato's teachings and philosophy. This
could be one of the reasons why he was not made the head of the academy after Plato's
death. Unhappy with how things were at the academy, Aristotle left Athens in 347 BC.
     For a year he traveled to different places, and then in 338 BC he returned home to work as
a tutor to Alexander the Great, who was 13 years old at that time. When Alexander was
crowned the king, Aristotle returned to Athens in 335 BC, and with the king's permission, he
started a school called Lyceum. Again, his connection with the royal family helped him to
furnish the library with many rare books.
     Aristotle's works amount to almost 200 in number, and they consist of dialogues, drafts, and
scientific observations. His research areas included fields of science, philosophy, psychology,
and the universe. His views were different from those of the medieval and modern thinkers. He
died in 322 BC.

How does this image help the reader's understanding of Aristotle?

A. It provides evidence of the art form prevalent during that time.

B. It shows the readers the multifaceted side of Aristotle.

C. It proves the fact that all learned people were employed by the king.

D. It shows the readers how Greeks dressed during that time.
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Question 7 .

Jamal is moving into a new apartment next semester and is trying to figure out if he should find a
roommate. He has made the chart below to organize his thoughts.

Pros and Cons of a Roommate

Pros Cons

Saves money
Split expenses: rent, food, utilities

Offers company
Gives opportunity to make friends

Could meet roommate's friends or make
new friends together

Must share space
Share common areas: living
room, kitchen, patio

Must make decisions with other
person

Going out, having people over,
throwing parties

 _______ 

To help Jamal make an informed decision, what is another possible con that he could add to this list?

A. Could help with studying

B. Never alone

C. Offers possibility of carpooling

D. Might not get along
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Question 8 .

Stress

What is the meaning of "stress"?
     Stress is a common condition that affects nearly everyone; however, becoming better
informed of its symptoms and effects will help people stay healthy. Stress connects the body
with what is happening within the mind. The feelings of pressure, anxiety, and fear translate
into stress. Treatment for stress can be more elusive, however. With numerous stress-induced
symptoms, a straightforward way of dealing with this condition is not always certain.

What happens in the body during stress?
     When the body is under stress, chemicals in the body react to help us alleviate, control,
and eliminate the many symptoms that are associated with the condition. The chemicals
released into the bloodstream are called epinephrine, norepinephrine, and cortisol. They affect
the body by increasing heart rate, increasing oxygen delivery to the brain, dilating blood
vessels in skeletal muscles, and increasing blood sugar levels. All of these effects enable a
person to either fight back whatever is distressing him or her, or to flee. This is called the fight-
or-flight response. During the chemical release, a person's memory becomes sharper and his
or her senses keener, even as his or her body becomes less receptive to feeling pain.
However, with prolonged stress, or chronic stress, these processes and reactions can cause
serious damage to the body, injuring and even killing cells in the hippocampus, which is the
area of the brain needed for memory and learning.

What are the symptoms of stress?
     The symptoms of stress can surface at any time, in a variety of ways—physically, mentally,
and emotionally. Some of these include: headaches, depression, back pain, frequent colds,
panic attacks, increased frustration, feelings of loneliness, and weight gain. Besides these
individual symptoms, there are also a wide range of effects on various systems, organs, and
tissues all over the body. Such effects include: excessive hair loss; musculoskeletal aches,
such as neck and back pain; cardiovascular disease; and skin problems. While most of these
symptoms are associated with normal life stresses, there is a level at which stress can
become harmful. Through extensive research, chronic stress has been proven to have
negative health effects, potentially shortening one's lifespan. Chronic stress can be acutely
damaging because it promotes earlier onset of age-related diseases.

How can stress be reduced or eliminated?
     Once the source of chronic stress is pinpointed, an effective form of treatment can be
devised. One main treatment for stress is exercise. Exercise on a regular basis helps lower the
production of stress hormones and associated neurochemicals. Meditation is also an effective
way to reduce stress. Meditation relaxes the body, which lowers blood pressure so that
arteries are not damaged.

Which of the following sentences from the passage best shows cause-and-effect organization?

A. Besides these individual symptoms, there are also a wide range of effects on various
systems, organs, and tissues all over the body.

B. While most of these symptoms are associated with normal life stresses, there is a level
at which stress can become harmful.

C. The symptoms of stress can surface at any time, in a variety of ways—physically,
mentally, and emotionally.

D. When the body is under stress, chemicals in the body react to help us alleviate,
control, and eliminate the many symptoms that are associated with the condition.
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Question 9 .

   Lax Lex
by Audge Podge

        Swallowing her pride, Breya entered Lex's cubicle and saw that he was surfing the
Internet, his usual "business." She cringed at the layer of dandruff on his chair before clearing
her throat. He quickly minimized the window and said, "Oh, greetings! I was so immersed in
my vocation that I didn't hear you come in."
        Breya got to her point quickly by asking, "Lexington, do you think you could help me with
these reports? They're due tomorrow at noon."
        "I apologize, Breya, but I've got too many other pressing projects to accomplish. I'm so
laborious that I wish I could replicate myself. Besides, you should schedule your priorities
better. You know the saying, 'Poor planning on your part doesn't constitute an emergency on
my part.' "
        Breya left without a word. She was upset that she had an impossible workload, but at the
same time she was relieved that she didn't have to work with him.
        The next morning, Lex woke up and found a clone asleep on the couch. Lex was
surprised that his wish had come true. At the time of the wish, he was just trying to get rid of
Breya.
        The clone knew everything that Lex knew, so he sent his clone to work. As Lex looked
about the house, he wished he had another clone to do the chores. Just looking at the mess
made Lex tired, so he decided to go back to bed.
        When Lex awoke from his nap, another clone was in his living room. "Let's put you on
lawn duty!" Lex exclaimed. "The homeowners association is perturbed that my lawn is
presently a foot high." Once the second clone went to work in the yard, Lex went out for lunch
and a movie.
        Lex returned to find the second clone lying under a tree reading a comic book. "What are
you doing?" Lex asked.
        "The mechanism stalled, so it must be overtaxed, and I'm weary from pushing it over foot-
tall grass," replied the clone. "I need respite."
        "But you only mowed two-square feet of grass!"
        Lex went inside and found the first clone in the house playing an online game. "Why
aren't you at work?" asked Lex.
        "I got fired."
        "Fired!"
        "Affirmative, the magnate dismissed me when she caught me shopping for khakis and
argyle socks on the Internet. Although her rebuke didn't hurt my feelings, she didn't let me
finish my transaction. I may be a clone, but I need my own wardrobe. Besides, I was bored.
Playing with paperclips kills only so many hours in the day."
        Jobless, Lex and his clones walked into the unemployment office. A motivational poster
declaring a commitment to customer service hung behind the main desk, yet there were no
workers there to help them. "Is anyone present?" yelled Lex.
        "Whatdya want?" said a gruff voice from a room beyond.
        "Expedient customer service would be delightful," answered Lex. 
        "Well, Mr. Fancy Talk, I'm on my lunch break. Besides, a lack of employment on your part
doesn't constitute an emergency on my part. Come back in an hour. Wait, make that two. The
tryptophan in this turkey may require me to take a nap. Now, get outta here. The sight of all
that dandruff is making me lose my appetite. If I lose my appetite, I won't have the energy to
help you at all, so get going."
        As the door to the unemployment office loudly shut behind him, Lex sat up in his bed with
sweat running down his face. Hyperventilating, he said, "Oh, thank goodness! It was only a
nightmare."
        He crawled out of bed and walked into his trashed living room to discover two sleeping
clones. "You maniacs! You ruined my life!" he yelled.
        "No," said the clones in unison, "you ruined your life, for we are you. You were well on
your way to ruin. Our existence merely expedited the process. Now, you're ruined threefold
because you refused to do the work of one."
        "NOOOOO!" cried Lex.

Which statement describes the main theme of the story?

A. Bad things often come in threes.
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B. Helping others has many benefits.

C. Customer service is a thing of the past.

D. There is no substitute for hard work.

Question 10 .

Smooth as Filk

        Filk is music that involves mostly science fiction and fantasy themes. Many songs have
something to do with Star Trek, Lord of the Rings, Dungeons and Dragons, and so forth. Filk's
roots stem from the folk genre, but other styles are welcome as well.
        The filk subgenre began in the 1950s. Early in the decade, Lee Jacobs, a writer for the
Spectator Amateur Press Society, misspelled folk in his essay "The Influence of Science
Fiction on Modern American Filk Music." Even though the article was not published, Jacobs'
typo became the definition for the subgenre and subculture. In the 1970s, musicians began
playing music together in hotel rooms after science fiction conventions. Nowadays, filk
performances are commonly scheduled throughout science fiction conventions. In fact, filk has
become so popular that it now has conventions of its own in the U.S., Canada, Britain, and
Germany.
        Traditionally, filk music is most commonly performed in a filk circle. These usually form in
the evening and often continue late into the night. There are different types of circles, like the
chaos circle or the bardic circle, as well as variations of the two. The type of circle determines
who plays when.

Based on the passage, what does subgenre mean?

A. a smaller part of a larger genre

B. a type of genre that is rustic and primitive

C. a genre that has few followers

D. a more exciting version of the main genre

Question 11 .

Elena is writing a paper about the history of the oil industry. In her paper, she wants to mention the
current state of the oil market. She finds the following information from a Web site called
www.OilNow.com:

     With more than one billion people driving cars every day, it is no wonder that Oil Now is one of the
leading competitors selling crude oil. We provide the very best quality oil at the lowest cost on the
market today. Our company uses cost-effective production methods, which allow us to pass the
savings on to our customers. Inquire below for availability.

Considering Elena's topic, would this passage serve as a good source for her assignment?

A. Yes, because it mentions a specific number of people that drive cars.

B. No, because its primary purpose is to sell a product, not to educate.

C. Yes, because its main focus is to inform the reader about low-cost oil.

D. No, because it stresses how in demand gas and oil currently are.
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Question 12 .

Which of the following sentences contains an infinitive phrase?

A. Although she hated piano practice, Leslie always managed to be on time.

B. Jacob studied all day for his economics final, but he still ended up earning a 'B.'

C. Chantal always enjoyed pottery class, but she didn't like how dry her hands were
afterwards.

D. When Rishi got home from his polo club, he immediately started his math homework.

Question 13 .

Smooth as Filk

        Filk is music that involves mostly science fiction and fantasy themes. Many songs have
something to do with Star Trek, Lord of the Rings, Dungeons and Dragons, and so forth. Filk's
roots stem from the folk genre, but other styles are welcome as well.
        The filk subgenre began in the 1950s. Early in the decade, Lee Jacobs, a writer for the
Spectator Amateur Press Society, misspelled folk in his essay "The Influence of Science
Fiction on Modern American Filk Music." Even though the article was not published, Jacobs'
typo became the definition for the subgenre and subculture. In the 1970s, musicians began
playing music together in hotel rooms after science fiction conventions. Nowadays, filk
performances are commonly scheduled throughout science fiction conventions. In fact, filk has
become so popular that it now has conventions of its own in the U.S., Canada, Britain, and
Germany.
        Traditionally, filk music is most commonly performed in a filk circle. These usually form in
the evening and often continue late into the night. There are different types of circles, like the
chaos circle or the bardic circle, as well as variations of the two. The type of circle determines
who plays when.

Which of the following best classifies the writing style of the passage above?

A. The passage is informational because the author shares the history and customs of
the filk community.

B. The passage is instructional because the author teaches readers to form different filk
circles.

C. The passage is comparative because the author shows similarities between folk and
filk music.

D. The passage is persuasive because the author tries to convince readers that filk music
is a renowned art form.
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Question 14 .

broach \ˈbrōch\

1. n. Machinery. a long, tapered, serrated cutting tool for shaping and widening holes
2. n. a rod used for roasting meat
3. n. a tool used for tapping substances from barrels
4. n. (in a lock) a pin receiving the barrel of a key
5. v. to enlarge and finish with a broach
6. v. to bring up a topic for the first time
7. v. to draw a substance, especially liquid
8. v. to tap or pierce
9. v. Masonry. to shape or dress (a stone)

10. v. Nautical. (of a sailing vessel) to move windward
11. v. to break the surface of the water; rise from the sea or ocean

[Origin: Middle English broche, from Anglo-French, from Vulgar Latin *brocca, from Latin, feminine of
broccus projecting]

Which sentence below uses definition 7 of broach?

A. Aimee broached the slab of marble into a tall pillar.

B. Julian broached the subject of a possible promotion.

C. The submarine broached at the naval base to resupply.

D. Elizabeth broached balsamic vinegar from the barrel.
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Question 15 .

The following passage contains errors.

Don't Mess with Texas!

(1) In 1985, littering in Texas was a problem as big as the state itself, and Texans needed to
learn that it was not okay. (2) To combat the growing pollution near roadways, the "Don't Mess
with Texas" littering campaign was started. (3) The Texas Highway Commission initiated a
broad public education campaign, it used research to determine which age groups littered
most and how to reach them to stop. (4) Funded by the Texas Department of Transportation, a
state-wide advertising campaign came to life in 1986 with the intention of reducing littering
around the state. (5) The premier of the first television advertisement featured legendary
guitarist Stevie Ray Vaughn singing at the Cotton Bowl Classic sporting event on January 1,
1986.

(6) Since its inception, "Don't Mess with Texas" has become a slogan in Texas, as well as a
source of cultural pride in the state. (7) Many well-known celebrities have appeared in the
television commercials, including Matthew McConaughey, Willie Nelson, and LeAnn Rimes.
(8) By 2005, littering had dropped 33 percent, since 2001, and 71 percent of Texans knew that
"Don't Mess with Texas" means don't litter. (9) _______, it is the most successful anti-littering
campaign in the country, with over 82 percent of Texans who understand what the slogan
means. (10) The "Don't Mess with Texas" campaign has won many awards, including
Advertising Week's 2006 Walk of Fame contest for America's favorite slogan. (11) It has also
been featured on shows such "The Daily Show with Jon Stewart."

What is the best way to rewrite sentence 3?

A. A broad public education campaign, the Texas Highway Commission initiated research
to determine which age groups littered most and how to encourage them to not litter
anymore.

B. The Texas Highway Commission initiated a broad public education campaign, which
used research to determine which age groups littered most and how to encourage
them to stop.

C. Initiating a broad public education campaign, the Texas Highway Commission, which it
used research to determine, what age groups littered most and how to encourage
them so that they stop.

D. Using research, the Texas Highway Commission, which initiated a broad public
education campaign, and it determined which age groups littered most and, how to
encourage them not to.
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Question 16 .

Below is a rough draft of Juan's essay. It contains errors.

Water Jogged

(1) Running in water, also known as Aquajogging, may look ridiculous, but it is worth any
and all embarrassment. (2) This type of exercise can increase a runner's speed. (3) Running
in water creates a substantial amount of friction, which benefits muscle development.
(4) Aquajogging is also a no-impact exercise. (5) Water massages muscles with every
movement as well. (6) As a result, Aquajogging increases circulation and promotes relaxation.
(7) Aquajogging is also a great way to stay cool during the dog days of summer. (8) Water
activities help remove metabolic waste, improve cardiac function, lower blood pressure, and
encourage healing.

(9) Aquajogging is good for runners with a myriad of conditions. (10) People with stress
fractures, bunions, shin splints, arthritis, bum knees, and other physical problems can easily
run in water. (11) This exercise is also good for pregnant women. (12) As the fetus grows, the
gravitational pull on land increases and causes pregnant women to strain their back and joints.
(13) In water, a person supports only half of his or her weight, which is a huge gravitational
relief. (14) This exercise eliminates impact, and this is especially helpful for expectent women
who are not used to carrying a baby's weight. (15) Aquajogging will keep the body
temperatures for mother and fetus normal. (16) Less gravitational pull, less impact, and normal
temperature make water running ideal for the overweight as well.

(17) It does not take much time at all to learn how to Aquajog. (18) With your head above
water, jog in place until you get used to it. (19) Make the same motions you would if you were
jogging on land. (20) Then, jog around the pool. (21) You may require a floatation belt or vest.
(22) For extra intensity, strap on a pair of ankle weights.

Which sentence would best support Juan's argument?

A. Floatation belts and vests are rather expensive, however.

B. Marathon champs and other professional runners also run in water.

C. Some athletes complain that running in water is too monotonous.

D. Stress fractures are fractures caused by repetitive motion.

Question 17 .

Which sentence correctly uses a semicolon?

A. Mary wants to become a pilot; but her parents, who themselves were doctors, wanted
her to choose the medical profession.

B. Elcina was eager to join banjo classes and to learn ballet dance; but could not do so
because of the day and the timing were the same for both.

C. Keith was bold and courageous; however, he screamed when he heard the window
panes rattling as a result of strong winds.

D. During the summer break, Anna had worked laboriously to complete her projects and
assignments, and therefore; she was sure she would get excellent grades.
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Question 18 .

Below is a rough draft of Juan's essay. It contains errors.

Water Jogged

(1) Running in water, also known as Aquajogging, may look ridiculous, but it is worth any
and all embarrassment. (2) This type of exercise can increase a runner's speed. (3) Running
in water creates a substantial amount of friction, which benefits muscle development.
(4) Aquajogging is also a no-impact exercise. (5) Water massages muscles with every
movement as well. (6) As a result, Aquajogging increases circulation and promotes relaxation.
(7) Aquajogging is also a great way to stay cool during the dog days of summer. (8) Water
activities help remove metabolic waste, improve cardiac function, lower blood pressure, and
encourage healing.

(9) Aquajogging is good for runners with a myriad of conditions. (10) People with stress
fractures, bunions, shin splints, arthritis, bum knees, and other physical problems can easily
run in water. (11) This exercise is also good for pregnant women. (12) As the fetus grows, the
gravitational pull on land increases and causes pregnant women to strain their back and joints.
(13) In water, a person supports only half of his or her weight, which is a huge gravitational
relief. (14) This exercise eliminates impact, and this is especially helpful for expectent women
who are not used to carrying a baby's weight. (15) Aquajogging will keep the body
temperatures for mother and fetus normal. (16) Less gravitational pull, less impact, and normal
temperature make water running ideal for the overweight as well.

(17) It does not take much time at all to learn how to Aquajog. (18) With your head above
water, jog in place until you get used to it. (19) Make the same motions you would if you were
jogging on land. (20) Then, jog around the pool. (21) You may require a floatation belt or vest.
(22) For extra intensity, strap on a pair of ankle weights.

Where should Juan add the following sentence?

In fact, Aquajogging can provide up to 12 times the resistance of land running.

A. after sentence 2

B. after sentence 8

C. after sentence 17

D. after sentence 3
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Question 19 .

   Lax Lex
by Audge Podge

        Swallowing her pride, Breya entered Lex's cubicle and saw that he was surfing the
Internet, his usual "business." She cringed at the layer of dandruff on his chair before clearing
her throat. He quickly minimized the window and said, "Oh, greetings! I was so immersed in
my vocation that I didn't hear you come in."
        Breya got to her point quickly by asking, "Lexington, do you think you could help me with
these reports? They're due tomorrow at noon."
        "I apologize, Breya, but I've got too many other pressing projects to accomplish. I'm so
laborious that I wish I could replicate myself. Besides, you should schedule your priorities
better. You know the saying, 'Poor planning on your part doesn't constitute an emergency on
my part.' "
        Breya left without a word. She was upset that she had an impossible workload, but at the
same time she was relieved that she didn't have to work with him.
        The next morning, Lex woke up and found a clone asleep on the couch. Lex was
surprised that his wish had come true. At the time of the wish, he was just trying to get rid of
Breya.
        The clone knew everything that Lex knew, so he sent his clone to work. As Lex looked
about the house, he wished he had another clone to do the chores. Just looking at the mess
made Lex tired, so he decided to go back to bed.
        When Lex awoke from his nap, another clone was in his living room. "Let's put you on
lawn duty!" Lex exclaimed. "The homeowners association is perturbed that my lawn is
presently a foot high." Once the second clone went to work in the yard, Lex went out for lunch
and a movie.
        Lex returned to find the second clone lying under a tree reading a comic book. "What are
you doing?" Lex asked.
        "The mechanism stalled, so it must be overtaxed, and I'm weary from pushing it over foot-
tall grass," replied the clone. "I need respite."
        "But you only mowed two-square feet of grass!"
        Lex went inside and found the first clone in the house playing an online game. "Why
aren't you at work?" asked Lex.
        "I got fired."
        "Fired!"
        "Affirmative, the magnate dismissed me when she caught me shopping for khakis and
argyle socks on the Internet. Although her rebuke didn't hurt my feelings, she didn't let me
finish my transaction. I may be a clone, but I need my own wardrobe. Besides, I was bored.
Playing with paperclips kills only so many hours in the day."
        Jobless, Lex and his clones walked into the unemployment office. A motivational poster
declaring a commitment to customer service hung behind the main desk, yet there were no
workers there to help them. "Is anyone present?" yelled Lex.
        "Whatdya want?" said a gruff voice from a room beyond.
        "Expedient customer service would be delightful," answered Lex. 
        "Well, Mr. Fancy Talk, I'm on my lunch break. Besides, a lack of employment on your part
doesn't constitute an emergency on my part. Come back in an hour. Wait, make that two. The
tryptophan in this turkey may require me to take a nap. Now, get outta here. The sight of all
that dandruff is making me lose my appetite. If I lose my appetite, I won't have the energy to
help you at all, so get going."
        As the door to the unemployment office loudly shut behind him, Lex sat up in his bed with
sweat running down his face. Hyperventilating, he said, "Oh, thank goodness! It was only a
nightmare."
        He crawled out of bed and walked into his trashed living room to discover two sleeping
clones. "You maniacs! You ruined my life!" he yelled.
        "No," said the clones in unison, "you ruined your life, for we are you. You were well on
your way to ruin. Our existence merely expedited the process. Now, you're ruined threefold
because you refused to do the work of one."
        "NOOOOO!" cried Lex.

In the first paragraph, the author includes the detail about Lex quickly minimizing the window to show
that

A. Lex has just completed one of his many projects.
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B. Lex wants to hide his poor work ethic from Breya.

C. Lex wants to immediately help Breya with her reports.

D. Lex has just found out that he has more work to do.

Question 20 .

The following passage came from a textbook source on page 124.

Don't Let the Bed Bugs Bite!
by L. Nichols

     Bed bugs (Cimex lectularius) are small, flat insects that feed only on the blood of people
and animals as they are sleeping. Bed bugs are a reddish-brown color and can be anywhere
from 1 mm–7 mm in size. They cannot fly, but they can live many months without feeding.
     Bed bugs can be found anywhere in the world. Usually, they are a problem in developing
countries; more recently, however, bed bugs have become a bigger problem in the U.S.,
Canada, and parts of Europe. Bed bugs are most commonly transported while people travel.
They can fit in very small spaces and stay there for a very long time because of their flat
bodies. For example, bed bugs usually travel in the folds of luggage, folded clothing, bedding,
and anywhere else optimal for hiding. Anyone can be infected by these bugs; however, people
who travel regularly and people who live or sleep where others have slept before have a
greater possibility of spreading bed bugs.
     Unless you find a bed bug or see signs of an infestation, it is often difficult to tell if you have
been bitten. This is because bed bugs have a painkilling substance and an anticoagulant1 in
their saliva, which keeps people from noticing that they are being bitten. For the most part,
people do not even realize this until bite marks appear, which usually takes one to several
days after the bite takes place. The bites look similar to that of a flea or mosquito; the area
around the bite is usually red, swollen, and itchy. Some other symptoms of bed bug bites are
anxiety and insomnia.
     Even though bed bugs are not considered a serious medical threat, they can be irritating
because of loss of sleep and the itching they cause. Bed bug infestations can be combated by
spraying insecticide, but a professional pest control company would best know how to treat the
problem. Preventing bed bugs can be as simple as a regular inspection of furniture, bedding,
and clothing for signs of an infestation.

1. substance that prevents blood from clotting or becoming thick

Which of the following best paraphrases how bed bugs are spread?

A. Bed bugs can be transferred from person to person while traveling because their flat
bodies allow them to squeeze into small, hard-to-see places (Nichols 124).

B. Bed bugs can fit in very small spaces and stay there for a very long time because of
their flat bodies; they travel in the folds of luggage, folded clothing, and bedding
(Nichols 124).

C. Bed bugs are easily transported by people who travel regularly and who live or sleep
where others have slept before (Nichols 124).

D. Bed bugs are most commonly transported while people travel because bed bugs hide
anywhere that is optimal for hiding (Nichols 124).
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Question 21 .

The following passage contains errors.

Don't Mess with Texas!

(1) In 1985, littering in Texas was a problem as big as the state itself, and Texans needed to
learn that it was not okay. (2) To combat the growing pollution near roadways, the "Don't Mess
with Texas" littering campaign was started. (3) The Texas Highway Commission initiated a
broad public education campaign, it used research to determine which age groups littered
most and how to reach them to stop. (4) Funded by the Texas Department of Transportation, a
state-wide advertising campaign came to life in 1986 with the intention of reducing littering
around the state. (5) The premier of the first television advertisement featured legendary
guitarist Stevie Ray Vaughn singing at the Cotton Bowl Classic sporting event on January 1,
1986.

(6) Since its inception, "Don't Mess with Texas" has become a slogan in Texas, as well as a
source of cultural pride in the state. (7) Many well-known celebrities have appeared in the
television commercials, including Matthew McConaughey, Willie Nelson, and LeAnn Rimes.
(8) By 2005, littering had dropped 33 percent, since 2001, and 71 percent of Texans knew that
"Don't Mess with Texas" means don't litter. (9) _______, it is the most successful anti-littering
campaign in the country, with over 82 percent of Texans who understand what the slogan
means. (10) The "Don't Mess with Texas" campaign has won many awards, including
Advertising Week's 2006 Walk of Fame contest for America's favorite slogan. (11) It has also
been featured on shows such "The Daily Show with Jon Stewart."

What is the best way to revise sentence 8 with correct punctuation?

A. By 2005, littering had dropped: 33 percent since 2001; and 71 percent of Texans knew
that "Don't Mess with Texas," means don't litter.

B. By 2005, littering had dropped 33 percent since 2001 and, 71 percent of Texans, knew
that "Don't Mess with Texas" means "don't litter."

C. By 2005, littering had dropped 33 percent since 2001, and 71 percent of Texans knew
that "Don't Mess with Texas" means "don't litter."

D. By 2005 littering had dropped 33 percent, since 2001 and 71 percent of Texans knew
that "Don't Mess with Texas" means don't litter.

Question 22 .

Read the following thesaurus entries.

droll, n. comedian, clown, joker, jester
droll, adj. humorous, whimsical, hysterical, comic, amusing, entertaining, funny
droll, v. jest, sport, amuse

What is the meaning of droll as it is used in the sentence?

I thought Megan had no personality, but she is incredibly droll.

A. comic

B. clown

C. jest

D. sport
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Question 23 .

Which word would provide the most positive connotation in the following sentence?

Mr. Prejean's playing-card tie and neon green shirt are _______.

A. flashy

B. snazzy

C. gaudy

D. showy

Question 24 .

Malachi is writing a research paper about optical art. He is choosing to focus on three main optical
artists. One of the artists he will mention is Bridget Riley, a famous "Op" artist. After conducting some
Internet research, he finds an article from the Artist Association of America about Riley's history and
works of art. The article is credited to Dr. Andrew Lehman, an art history professor at Harvard. Malachi
saves this information and continues his research. Eventually, he finds Riley's work mentioned in an
article from a Web site, which is called Op Art Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow. The article argues that
optical art will continue to be important far into the future and cites one of Riley's most famous works.
There is no author listed anywhere on the site, but the article is dated March 3, 2010.

What is one way for Malachi to decide which is the more credible source to use?

A. The Op Art Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow article has a clear argument, so it is the
more credible source.

B. The Op Art Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow article does not mention Riley's history,
so the other source is more credible.

C. The Artist Association of America article does not show the date it was written, so the
other source is more credible.

D. The Artist Association of America article lists an expert as the author, so it is the more
credible source.
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Question 25 .

The Brave at Home
by Thomas Buchanan Read

The maid who binds her warrior's sash
With smile that well her pain dissembles,
The while beneath her dropping lash
One starry tear-drop hangs and trembles,

5     Though Heaven alone records the tear,
And Fame shall never know her story,—
Her heart has shed a drop as dear
As e'er bedewed the field of glory.

     The wife who girds her husband's sword,
10     Mid little ones who weep or wonder,

And bravely speaks the cheering word,
What though her heart be rent asunder,
Doomed nightly in her dreams to hear
The bolts of death around him rattle,—

15     Hath shed as sacred blood as e'er
Was poured upon the field of battle!

The mother who conceals her grief
While to her breast her son she presses,
Then breathes a few brave words and brief,

20     Kissing the patriot brow she blesses,
With no one but her secret God
To know the pain that weighs upon her,—
Sheds holy blood as e'er the sod
Received on Freedom's field of honor!

Read the following lines from the passage.

The maid who binds her warrior's sash
With smile that well her pain dissembles,
The while beneath her dropping lash
One starry tear-drop hangs and trembles,

In the lines above, the author uses

A. symbolism to show the maid's tears represent her dejection.

B. imagery to help the reader understand the maid's sorrow and courage.

C. metaphor to highlight the maid's true strength and bravery.

D. hyperbole to emphasize to the reader the maid's internal anguish.
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Question 26 .

Stress

What is the meaning of "stress"?
     Stress is a common condition that affects nearly everyone; however, becoming better
informed of its symptoms and effects will help people stay healthy. Stress connects the body
with what is happening within the mind. The feelings of pressure, anxiety, and fear translate
into stress. Treatment for stress can be more elusive, however. With numerous stress-induced
symptoms, a straightforward way of dealing with this condition is not always certain.

What happens in the body during stress?
     When the body is under stress, chemicals in the body react to help us alleviate, control,
and eliminate the many symptoms that are associated with the condition. The chemicals
released into the bloodstream are called epinephrine, norepinephrine, and cortisol. They affect
the body by increasing heart rate, increasing oxygen delivery to the brain, dilating blood
vessels in skeletal muscles, and increasing blood sugar levels. All of these effects enable a
person to either fight back whatever is distressing him or her, or to flee. This is called the fight-
or-flight response. During the chemical release, a person's memory becomes sharper and his
or her senses keener, even as his or her body becomes less receptive to feeling pain.
However, with prolonged stress, or chronic stress, these processes and reactions can cause
serious damage to the body, injuring and even killing cells in the hippocampus, which is the
area of the brain needed for memory and learning.

What are the symptoms of stress?
     The symptoms of stress can surface at any time, in a variety of ways—physically, mentally,
and emotionally. Some of these include: headaches, depression, back pain, frequent colds,
panic attacks, increased frustration, feelings of loneliness, and weight gain. Besides these
individual symptoms, there are also a wide range of effects on various systems, organs, and
tissues all over the body. Such effects include: excessive hair loss; musculoskeletal aches,
such as neck and back pain; cardiovascular disease; and skin problems. While most of these
symptoms are associated with normal life stresses, there is a level at which stress can
become harmful. Through extensive research, chronic stress has been proven to have
negative health effects, potentially shortening one's lifespan. Chronic stress can be acutely
damaging because it promotes earlier onset of age-related diseases.

How can stress be reduced or eliminated?
     Once the source of chronic stress is pinpointed, an effective form of treatment can be
devised. One main treatment for stress is exercise. Exercise on a regular basis helps lower the
production of stress hormones and associated neurochemicals. Meditation is also an effective
way to reduce stress. Meditation relaxes the body, which lowers blood pressure so that
arteries are not damaged.

Based on the passage, what inference can be made about stress as a whole?

A. Because it relaxes the body, meditation is the best way of alleviating stress.

B. Feelings of stress can come from any difficulty a person might encounter.

C. The fight-or-flight response to stress is an important reaction for survival.

D. The chemicals released during stress always have negative side effects on the brain.
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Question 27 .

Below is a rough draft of Juan's essay. It contains errors.

Water Jogged

(1) Running in water, also known as Aquajogging, may look ridiculous, but it is worth any
and all embarrassment. (2) This type of exercise can increase a runner's speed. (3) Running
in water creates a substantial amount of friction, which benefits muscle development.
(4) Aquajogging is also a no-impact exercise. (5) Water massages muscles with every
movement as well. (6) As a result, Aquajogging increases circulation and promotes relaxation.
(7) Aquajogging is also a great way to stay cool during the dog days of summer. (8) Water
activities help remove metabolic waste, improve cardiac function, lower blood pressure, and
encourage healing.

(9) Aquajogging is good for runners with a myriad of conditions. (10) People with stress
fractures, bunions, shin splints, arthritis, bum knees, and other physical problems can easily
run in water. (11) This exercise is also good for pregnant women. (12) As the fetus grows, the
gravitational pull on land increases and causes pregnant women to strain their back and joints.
(13) In water, a person supports only half of his or her weight, which is a huge gravitational
relief. (14) This exercise eliminates impact, and this is especially helpful for expectent women
who are not used to carrying a baby's weight. (15) Aquajogging will keep the body
temperatures for mother and fetus normal. (16) Less gravitational pull, less impact, and normal
temperature make water running ideal for the overweight as well.

(17) It does not take much time at all to learn how to Aquajog. (18) With your head above
water, jog in place until you get used to it. (19) Make the same motions you would if you were
jogging on land. (20) Then, jog around the pool. (21) You may require a floatation belt or vest.
(22) For extra intensity, strap on a pair of ankle weights.

What transition would best be added to the beginning of sentence 3?

A. Furthermore,

B. Accordingly,

C. In contrast,

D. For instance,
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Question 28 .

   Lax Lex
by Audge Podge

        Swallowing her pride, Breya entered Lex's cubicle and saw that he was surfing the
Internet, his usual "business." She cringed at the layer of dandruff on his chair before clearing
her throat. He quickly minimized the window and said, "Oh, greetings! I was so immersed in
my vocation that I didn't hear you come in."
        Breya got to her point quickly by asking, "Lexington, do you think you could help me with
these reports? They're due tomorrow at noon."
        "I apologize, Breya, but I've got too many other pressing projects to accomplish. I'm so
laborious that I wish I could replicate myself. Besides, you should schedule your priorities
better. You know the saying, 'Poor planning on your part doesn't constitute an emergency on
my part.' "
        Breya left without a word. She was upset that she had an impossible workload, but at the
same time she was relieved that she didn't have to work with him.
        The next morning, Lex woke up and found a clone asleep on the couch. Lex was
surprised that his wish had come true. At the time of the wish, he was just trying to get rid of
Breya.
        The clone knew everything that Lex knew, so he sent his clone to work. As Lex looked
about the house, he wished he had another clone to do the chores. Just looking at the mess
made Lex tired, so he decided to go back to bed.
        When Lex awoke from his nap, another clone was in his living room. "Let's put you on
lawn duty!" Lex exclaimed. "The homeowners association is perturbed that my lawn is
presently a foot high." Once the second clone went to work in the yard, Lex went out for lunch
and a movie.
        Lex returned to find the second clone lying under a tree reading a comic book. "What are
you doing?" Lex asked.
        "The mechanism stalled, so it must be overtaxed, and I'm weary from pushing it over foot-
tall grass," replied the clone. "I need respite."
        "But you only mowed two-square feet of grass!"
        Lex went inside and found the first clone in the house playing an online game. "Why
aren't you at work?" asked Lex.
        "I got fired."
        "Fired!"
        "Affirmative, the magnate dismissed me when she caught me shopping for khakis and
argyle socks on the Internet. Although her rebuke didn't hurt my feelings, she didn't let me
finish my transaction. I may be a clone, but I need my own wardrobe. Besides, I was bored.
Playing with paperclips kills only so many hours in the day."
        Jobless, Lex and his clones walked into the unemployment office. A motivational poster
declaring a commitment to customer service hung behind the main desk, yet there were no
workers there to help them. "Is anyone present?" yelled Lex.
        "Whatdya want?" said a gruff voice from a room beyond.
        "Expedient customer service would be delightful," answered Lex. 
        "Well, Mr. Fancy Talk, I'm on my lunch break. Besides, a lack of employment on your part
doesn't constitute an emergency on my part. Come back in an hour. Wait, make that two. The
tryptophan in this turkey may require me to take a nap. Now, get outta here. The sight of all
that dandruff is making me lose my appetite. If I lose my appetite, I won't have the energy to
help you at all, so get going."
        As the door to the unemployment office loudly shut behind him, Lex sat up in his bed with
sweat running down his face. Hyperventilating, he said, "Oh, thank goodness! It was only a
nightmare."
        He crawled out of bed and walked into his trashed living room to discover two sleeping
clones. "You maniacs! You ruined my life!" he yelled.
        "No," said the clones in unison, "you ruined your life, for we are you. You were well on
your way to ruin. Our existence merely expedited the process. Now, you're ruined threefold
because you refused to do the work of one."
        "NOOOOO!" cried Lex.

Read the following sentence from the story.

"The homeowners association is perturbed that my lawn is presently a foot high." 
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A. nervous.

B. bothered.

C. energized.

D. busy.

Question 29 .

José is writing a paper about the hottest deserts in the world. He has found information he'd like to use
in a book titled No Man's Land by Rachel Dawson. The book was published in June 2001 by University
Press in Anaheim, California.

What is the correct way for José to cite the source above?

A. No Man's Land. Dawson, Rachel. University Press:
       Anaheim, CA.June 2001.

B. Dawson, Rachel. No Man's Land. Anaheim: University
       Press, 2001. Print.

C. No Man's Land. University Press: Anaheim, 2001.
      Dawson, Rachel. Print.

D. Dawson, Rachel. No Man's Land. University Press.
       2001. Anaheim, California.

Question 30 .

Which would be the most reliable source for a research paper about the effects that watching too
much television has on children?

A. a blog by a Yale professor that critiques children's television

B. an interview on the local news about children that do not watch television

C. an article about the most-viewed children's television show

D. a study conducted over several years by the American Psychological Association
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